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1 Introduction
1.1 Focus of the thesis
The focus of the thesis is on the analysis of civil-service training by exploring the case of
Estonia. The thesis addresses the role of training, the design and challenges of training in
decentralized civil-service systems. The dissertation analyzes training from a system-level
perspective and develops a conceptual framework outlining the key characteristics of
decentralized civil-service training arrangements.
The importance of human-resource management (HRM) is growing in contemporary
public administration. HRM is a significant factor shaping organizations’ performance
(Choi & Yoon, 2015; Renkema et al., 2017). As previous research demonstrates,
organizational effectiveness can be improved through people-oriented activities, such as
staffing, selection, replacement, training, wage and salary administration (Bolman &
Deal, 1991, cited in Dipboye, 1997; Kozlowski et al., 2000; Salas et al., 2012; Choi & Yoon,
2015). Among HRM functions, training has been perceived as one of the most important
ones (Drost et al., 2002), based on the assumption that the desired improvement in an
organization’s performance can be accomplished through training (Kozlowski et al.,
2000). Training aims to ensure that people in the organization acquire and develop the
knowledge, skills, and attitudes they need to carry out their work effectively (Salas et al.,
2012; Armstrong & Taylor, 2014). It addresses the knowledge people in the organization
need to have, the skills they need in order to perform their tasks, and the attitudes they
need to possess (Salas et al., 2012). The relevance of training is related to its positive
effect on organizational performance and competitiveness. Studies demonstrate that
investments in training lead to improved results and positive organizational outcomes
(see, e.g., Schonewille, 2001; Salas et al., 2012; Aragon & Valle, 2013; Choi & Yoon, 2015).
However, a simple monetary investment in employee training does not automatically
improve organizational outcomes. Training is effective and improves an organization’s
performance if learning on the individual level is transferred from the course to the work
context and transferred learning yields intended organizational objectives (McCourt &
Sola, 1999; Kozlowski et al., 2000). Multilevel HRM approaches have thoroughly analyzed
conditions of this transfer (see, e.g., Kozlowski et al., 2000; Renkema et al., 2017). Among
other things, it is found that training in support of any intervention is unlikely to have a
lasting impact until organizational and institutional factors are addressed (McCourt &
Sola, 1999). The key factor is whether the investment in training accompanies a coherent
and comprehensive framework of human-resource strategies, policies and practices
(Armstrong & Taylor, 2014; Choi & Yoon, 2015).
The past decades have witnessed a vast growth in training research (see, e.g., Salas &
Cannon-Bowers, 2001; Chen & Klimoski, 2007; Guest, 2011; Salas et al., 2012). However,
training has been rarely studied systematically in the public-sector context. The gap in
the literature concerning training may derive from the fact that much of the HRM
research so far has focused on private-sector organizations rather than public ones
(Järvalt, 2012).
HRM in the public sector is usually analyzed in the context of public sector change
(e.g. Brown, 2004; Randma, 2002). These studies demonstrate that training is influenced
by the manner in which the political, institutional, policy and organizational changes
impact the public sector and the conditions of public service. The civil-service
recruitment system and the institutional design of HRM are central factors influencing
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the characteristics of civil-service training. Discussions over the importance of both the
substance and the institutional design of civil-service training rise more specifically in
relation to the public-management reforms and incremental changes in general, e.g.
political transition from communism to democracy or joining the European Union (e.g.
McCourt & Sola, 1999; Lucking, 2003; Witesman & Wise, 2012; Kroll & Moynihan, 2015).
This literature addresses the need to train those who are vehicles for reform in order to
perform better while implementing changes. Competent civil service is very important,
as countries in transition face many specific challenges, e.g. building up democratic
institutions, preparing and implementing a great amount of new laws and policies,
supporting the development of democratic values, joining and being an active member
of international institutions. Some of these types of studies are country profiles of civilservice training systems, also briefly covering institutional structures of training, e.g.
which training institutions exist and which institution holds the training budget (e.g.
OECD, 1996; OECD, 1997; Lucking, 2003; Bossaert, 2008; ReSPA, 2008; Vyas & Zhu, 2017).
More generally, it has been shown that training can facilitate the implementation of new
policies by providing information about the policies, justifying why they are needed, and
giving employees the capacity to put the new policies in place (Kroll & Moynihan, 2015).
In addition, the cutback-management literature provides some information on civilservice training – namely that the training budget is often one of the first items to be cut
because there is a tendency to cut activities with no immediate apparent payoff and the
general view held by political executives and public officials considering training a cost
rather than an investment (Cayer, 1986; Paddock, 1997; Carrel, 2000; Maor, 2000;
Felstead et al., 2012; Lodge & Hood, 2012). This domain of literature indicates that
training occupies a paradoxical place in public management. On the one hand, training is
expected to fuel the public-management reform, and on the other hand, the costefficiency goal of many public-management reforms may restrain training opportunities
of civil servants.
The shortage of civil-service training research is most evident in relation to the
systemic perspective on training. While private-sector HRM is concerned with the
functioning of single organizations, public-sector organizations constitute elements of
larger institutional systems. Consequently, civil-service training deserves special
attention and even more so for two contemporary reasons which have led to
substantially new challenges in developing civil servants’ competencies and their training
arrangements. First, the public sector worldwide encounters ongoing changes and new
demands as it functions in the environment of complex interacting forces. Nine global
megatrends have been identified that have a major impact on governments:
demographics, rise of the individual, enabling technology, economic interconnectedness,
public debt, economic power shift, climate change, resource stress, and urbanization
(KPMG, 2014). Challenges of contemporary public administration have been
characterized as “wicked” in the sense that they are complex, ambiguous, uncertain, and
there is a lack of agreement on how to deal with them (Lægreid & Rykkja, 2015). It has
become evident that coordination and collaboration are needed to address these
challenges, and in this vein the emergence of concepts such as “whole-of-government”
and “joined-up-government” have been used to denote work done for tackling the
“wicked issues” (Christensen & Lægreid, 2007). As regards civil-service training in
reflecting these challenges, the environmental contingency theory states that
organizations require flexibility, and employees are urged to apply their skills as needed,
in order to fit into the changing conditions in rapidly changing environments (Hatch &
8

Cunliffe, 2006). In addition to a reactive role, public administrations are also expected to
have a proactive stance in addressing the global megatrends, which essentially refers to
growing expectations towards civil servants. It is important that civil-service training is
organized and aligned to future challenges (OECD, 2016). The OECD (ibid.) has identified
four areas, each representing specific tasks and skills required in the relationship
between the civil service and the society it serves: skills for developing policy, skills for
citizen engagement and service delivery, skills for commissioning and contracting
services, and skills for managing in and through networks. Investments in training civil
servants are needed “to be capable of sophisticated gathering and analysis of policyrelevant information; to be competent at ‘horizontal’ collaborations with other agencies
and departments; and to be skilled in international negotiations on these key challenges”
(Pollitt, 2016).
Second, changes in the civil-service systems themselves create challenges and raise
new issues. The civil-service system is unique as it represents the state as an employer.
Due to private-sector-inspired reforms, civil-service systems have developed from
traditional, hierarchical and closed organizations to more open and flexible
organizational structures (Demmke & Moilanen, 2010). Cross-European studies
demonstrate a growing trend in delegating different HRM decisions to the level of
individual organizations (Meyer & Hammerschmid, 2010; Staroňová & Staňová, 2013;
Lægreid & Wise, 2015). Public-sector managers and organizational units are given greater
freedom in operational decisions and more discretion and responsibility in the field of
HRM (Demmke & Moilanen, 2010). These trends undermine “uniform treatment” within
a government and create multiple systems, increasing administrative complexity
(Lægreid & Wise, 2015). As a result of decentralization, the core issues raised by the
public-management reforms address “the difficult trade-off between individualization
and delegation of HRM to improve the adaptability and flexibility of the civil service, on
the one hand, and the sense of collectivity, shared values and mutual trust relations
among civil servants, on the other hand” (OECD, 2005). Finding the balance between
centralization and decentralization, fragmentation of the public sector and its capacity
to act in a coordinated way, both in terms of public policies and the civil service is a big
challenge in HRM reforms in the public sector (Christensen & Lægreid, 2007; Lægreid &
Wise, 2015). This has further implications as to what is expected from the civil-service
training systems. In order to compensate the weaknesses of a decentralized system,
there is a need for a clear division of roles, responsibilities and instruments between
various actors in the training system as it helps to avoid overlapping functions,
duplication of duties and makes it possible to respond to environmental challenges.
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1.2 Aim of the thesis
The aim of the thesis is to analyze civil-service training in a systemic perspective. In order
to do so, the Estonian civil-service training system and its functioning is analyzed in detail.
The Estonian case provides a good basis for exploring the choices and challenges
associated with a decentralized civil-service training arrangement because of the
following reasons. First, a decentralized approach to administrative reforms and
governing in Estonia has been evident ever since the country regained independence in
1991 (Sarapuu, 2013), leading to one of the most decentralized systems of public-sector
HRM in Europe (Meyer & Hammerschmid, 2010). Although a small group of top civil
servants (around 100 people) are distinguished as a separate civil-service category with
centralized arrangement for service term, recruitment, selection, assessment, and
development (II), the core nature of civil-service HRM is decentralized in Estonia. The
administrative system relies on strong organizational responsibility, as every ministry and
executive agency is responsible for the recruitment, probationary periods, training,
performance appraisal, promotion, setting of pay levels and organization of the work of
its officials (IV). Second, the post-communist transition and the subsequent accession to
the EU forced the Estonian government to address civil-service training on a system level.
The case offers a unique opportunity for researchers to follow the design and
development of a civil-service training system from scratch, which, in turn, makes it
possible to identify critical elements and choices from a system perspective. Third, the
small size of Estonia (population 1.3 million) helps to grasp the entire civil-service training
system with all its actors and their interrelationships, which is essential in addressing the
training system as a whole.
Consequently, the analysis of the Estonian case makes it possible to filter out the key
characteristics of a decentralized civil-service training system and to develop a
conceptual framework for studying civil-service training. The focus is on systemic
elements: actors, the roles and relationships between actors, funding as well as civilservice training content and methods. The Estonian civil-service training system
embraces several lessons and makes it possible to pinpoint challenges of decentralized
training arrangements for those governments that are considering a (further)
decentralization of their systems. Altogether, the dissertation contributes to academic
discussion on decentralized civil-service training systems and fosters a further
understanding of civil-service training. The dissertation helps to fill in a gap in publicmanagement literature since so far, civil-service training has received little attention
from a system perspective. It provides a coherent view of an entire civil-service training
system and demonstrates the importance of context to the institutional design of the
training system.
The main research questions of the thesis are the following:
- What role does civil-service training play in a decentralized civil-service system?
- Who are the key actors in the civil-service training system?
- What are the interlinkages between the key actors in a decentralized setting?
- What lessons on the role, design and challenges of a decentralized civil-service
training system can be drawn from the Estonian experience?
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The theoretical framework of the thesis relies on HRM and training research and
combines it with three branches of public-administration literature. First, the thesis
draws on the public-administration discussion on civil-service systems and public
management. The second stream of literature used dissects the coordination of publicsector organizations and network structures in public administration. And third, the
literature on public-management reforms and cutback management is utilized. Such a
combination of different streams of theoretical knowledge offers a comprehensive and
original approach to the training function in the civil service.
The main focus of the Estonian case study is on ministries, agencies, and constitutional
institutions, and less on local governments as they are independent in their functioning.
Also the study excludes a few branches of civil service that are regulated by special
statutes: foreign service, police service, board guard, the court system, and a few
institutions within the administrative area of the Ministry of Defense. With regard to the
representativeness of the Estonian case for understanding training in a decentralized
setting, one has to be aware of certain contextual limitations. First, Estonia is a small-size
country, and states with small sizes tend to demonstrate unique traits in their public
administrations (see Sarapuu, 2010; Randma-Liiv, 2002). A few of the most recognized
traits include higher reliance on informal communication and cooperation, personalism,
the small labor market, and market failures. Second, Estonia, together with other Central
and Eastern European (CEE) countries, is positioned in the context of post-communist
transformation. The pursuit of democracy has demanded the formation of competent
and meritocratic civil services able to support democratic policy-making and
implementation. While the transformation context makes it possible to observe the
elaboration and development of civil-service training systems from scratch, one should
also realize that by 2017 the specific post-communist features of CEE countries have
started to fade away, and it is increasingly questionable whether it is possible to speak
of a distinct administrative tradition in CEE (Randma-Liiv & Drechsler, 2017). Third, and
more generally, the New Public Management (NPM) fashion of the 1990s influenced the
human-resource policies in Estonia, leading to a very decentralized setup of the civil
service with great decision-making autonomy for individual public-sector managers
(Järvalt, 2012). Although the specific characteristics of the Estonian cultural-historical
context and political-administrative system leave their footprint in training practices, it
is expected that the findings from the case of Estonia help to identify crucial lessons for
governments which are planning to further decentralize the public-sector HRM generally,
and civil-service training systems more specifically.
The main body of arguments of the thesis is developed in four original articles. First,
the article “Network-Based Coordination of Civil Service Training: Lessons from the Case
of Estonia” (I) focuses on the coordination of civil-service training in a decentralized civilservice system. The article investigates network-based coordination, analyzes the power
sources of the central coordinator and discusses the opportunities and limitations of
creating coherence through network-type cooperation. The article concentrates on the
possibilities of the Ministry of Finance of Estonia as the central coordinator to create
unity in a civil-service system in which the responsibility and management autonomy for
training is delegated to individual ministries and agencies. Second, the book chapter
“Estonia” (II) (co-authored with Külli Sarapuu, Tiina Randma-Liiv and Annika Uudelepp)
analyzes the Estonian top civil-service training system and its challenges in developing
from a voluntary and individual-based training framework to a genuine horizontal system
of top civil service. The chapter outlines the cultural, political, and administrative factors
11

in order to understand the nature and functioning of the Estonian top civil service and
then takes a more detailed look at the characteristics of and challenges facing the top
civil-service training system. The author of this dissertation contributed to the book
chapter by collecting data, doing the literature review and working more thoroughly on
the sections on the content and methods of training and expectations of top civil
servants. The third article “The Impact of Cutback Management on Civil-Service Training:
The Case of Estonia” (III) focuses on the civil-service training during cutback
management. The crisis management in Estonia was characterized by immediate and
severe governmental expenditure cuts. The article analyzes how cutback management
affected civil-service training in Estonia during 2006–2011. The analysis is
operationalized by looking at three key elements of civil-service training: budget, content
and methods. Fourth, the book chapter “Between Continuity and Change: The Analysis
of the Estonian Civil Service Training System” (IV) (co-authored with Tiina Randma-Liiv
and Külli Sarapuu) focuses on the evolution, design and actual functioning of the civilservice training system in Estonia in the context of post-communist transformation. The
article sheds light on the role of training in a civil-service system and presents an in-depth
case study of the evolution of the Estonian civil-service training system. The author of
this dissertation contributed to the article by collecting data and composing and
analyzing tables and figures.
The introductory discussion of the dissertation develops as follows. First, the
methodology of the thesis is described. Second, the role of civil-service training in
centralized and decentralized civil-service systems is discussed. Third, the case of Estonia
is described on the basis of key characteristics of civil-service training systems. Fourth,
the design of a decentralized civil-service training system is illustrated by discussing
actors, their roles and relationships between them, training funding schemes, training
content and methods. Fifth, the contextual factors influencing civil-service training are
highlighted. Sixth, the challenges of a decentralized civil-service training system are
outlined. Finally, the recommendations for further research are presented.
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1.3 Methodology
The dissertation explores what role civil-service training plays in a decentralized civilservice system, who the key actors in the civil-service training system are, what the
interlinkages between actors in a decentralized civil-service training system are, and
what lessons can be drawn regarding the role, design and challenges of civil-service
training. In order to develop in-depth knowledge on these issues, a single-case study
approach has been chosen as the most suitable one. The case-study method is the most
appropriate one for describing the details about organizations, policy processes, and
institutional arrangements (Eller et al., 2013), which is crucial for studying civil-service
training on a system level. The case-study approach allows in-depth investigation into a
contemporary phenomenon within a real-life context (Yin, 2009). Also, it provides
context-dependent knowledge (Flyvbjerg, 2006) which enables an understanding of
what factors influence training systems.
The qualitative analysis undertaken combined different data sources and analytical
methods to produce a high-quality result. The methods of information gathering involved
desk research and interviews. For the desk research, several information sources were
used. First, academic literature was primarily used to explain the importance and role of
civil-service training (I; III; IV), to describe civil-service systems, and to place the civilservice training system in the context of contemporary trends and challenges of state
governance. In addition, paper I drew on academic literature about theoretical
discussions on coordination and the theory on the power sources in governance
networks. The analysis in paper III was operationalized by looking at three key elements
of civil-service training: budget, content and methods. The theoretical background for
this derived from the academic literature on cutback management and training. The
synthesis of different streams of academic discussion allowed analyzing civil-service
training from different angles, leading to a coherent systemic perspective.
The second type of data included Estonian legislation, previously implemented
surveys, budgetary data, statistics, and other government documents. The information
gathered from these sources was used in all of the academic papers (I; II; III, and IV) to
illustrate the Estonian civil-service training system. The official statistics was widely used
in paper III to describe the Estonian civil-service training: the number and dynamics of
civil servants participating in training activities, the content of civil-service training
presented as the percentage of the total amount of training hours, different training
methods used presented as the percentage of the total amount of training methods
used, data on training funding from the central resources and from the individual
organizations’ budgets, and the share of training costs from the payroll. Paper II outlined
cultural, political, and administrative factors in order to understand the nature and
functioning of the Estonian top civil service by making use of previously implemented
surveys on different aspects of the Estonian country and top civil servants. Paper I
analyzed in detail the Ministry of Finance’s legal mandate in coordinating civil-service
training and used Estonian legislation and government documents in pursuing this. For
the analysis of the evolution of a decentralized training system in Estonia, paper IV made
use of the information from previous studies and government documents.
Third, in order to develop an analytical framework for studying civil-service training
and for placing the case of Estonia into a broader international context, the analysis
relied also on secondary data derived from international empirical studies. Most
13

importantly, country profiles of civil-service training systems (OECD, 1996; OECD, 1997)
gave an overview of the training landscape and provided additional information on the
existing training structures and systems in selected countries.
A key source of primary data for the empirical research was interviews. During the
period of 2011–2016 altogether 38 interviews were conducted. This time span covered
legal changes leading to major institutional reorganizations in the Estonian civil-service
training system and the recent financial crisis. For selecting the interviewees snowball
sampling was used. Snowball sampling is a form of sampling in which the respondent is
asked to provide the names of other suitable respondents (van Thiel, 2014). The aim of
the interviews was to cover all relevant stakeholders. The interviewees included training
managers of ministries, agencies, local governments and the Government Office
representatives (24); secretary generals, deputy secretary generals, county governors
(7); and experts in the field (7). The interviews were used to open up the characteristics
and challenges of the Estonian civil-service training system, to learn more about the
network-based coordination, and cutbacks in civil-service training. As the focus of the
study was on the systemic characteristics of civil-service training systems, the aim of the
interviews was to understand the role and the relationships of the key actors. The
interviews were semi-structured, which allowed the respondents to elaborate on their
understanding and experience of the issues under study. The interviews lasted between
1 and 2 hours. The interviews were transcribed, and the transcripts were used to
triangulate the information that was gathered from the desk research. The content of
the interviews and documents were coded in order to identify the key actors, their roles
and relations, the principles of funding of civil-service training, and the most common
training content and methods.
Furthermore, the thesis also relied on the findings of an applied project report
commissioned by the Estonian Ministry of Finance, The Analysis of Civil Service Training
System and Development Needs of Estonia (Sarapuu et al., 2011). The project focused on
different aspects of the Estonian civil-service training system: the functioning of the
Estonian civil-service training system in the context of the challenges facing public
administration, the international practice in the organization of training systems, training
and development needs of civil service, and the importance and role of civil-service
training. Within this project, a comparative analysis of the civil-service training systems
of five selected countries was carried out. Five countries were selected to compile a more
detailed overview of international practice. These countries included the Netherlands,
Ireland, Norway, Slovenia and Finland. A questionnaire about the organization of training
and development in the public service was designed and sent to contact persons. The
responses provided an overview of the training systems of the selected countries,
training providers, content of the training, and financing of training. The author of the
thesis served as an analyst in this project, conducted interviews and worked more
thoroughly on the analysis of the international practice of civil-service training systems.
Last but not least, the author of this dissertation has also benefitted from her previous
work experiences at the Estonian Ministry of Finance as the specialist of the central
training program and as a human-resource consultant, and at the Estonian Ministry of
Economic Affairs and Communications as the head specialist of training. Also, the author
is a member of the network of Estonian training managers. The observations through
these experiences have provided insight into the daily operation of the Estonian civilservice training system. Observation offers an opportunity to examine feelings, establish
who interacts with whom, and understand how participants communicate with each
14

other (Kawulich, 2005). The work experience in the Estonian civil service, work-related
conversations, and other interactions helped to get the sense of how things are
organized and prioritized, and how people and organizations interrelate. The author’s
participant observations revealed what was valued in the decentralized system, what
were the expectations towards the central coordinator, and what were the
(dis)advantages of the system from the perspective of different actors.
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1.4 Civil-service training systems
The civil-service system and the institutional design of HRM are central factors
influencing the characteristics of civil-service training arrangements. The two main
models of civil-service systems are well described in the public-management literature
(Bossaert et al., 2001; Meyer & Hammerschmid, 2010). First, career-based systems are
characterized by the dominance of life-long careers, specific criteria for initial entry, a
strong emphasis on career development with a high relevance of seniority and a
relatively strong differentiation between private- and public-sector employment. They
tend to promote collective values and show a weaker emphasis on individual
performance and accountability. Second, position-based systems are characterized by a
focus on selecting the candidates for each position, more open access and a higher
mobility between private- and public-sector employment. They tend to have weaker
cross-government values but stronger links across levels of hierarchy and status as well
as a stronger focus on individual performance assessment (Meyer & Hammerschmid,
2010). However, pure models hardly ever exist, and governments mix components of
different civil-service systems in order to compensate weaknesses of the “pure” models.
Within these civil-service systems, there are two basic models of civil service
management – a centralized and a decentralized model (Staroňová & Staňová, 2013).
Decentralization means that decision-making powers are handed over to individual
organizations. More specifically, in the field of HRM decentralization refers to the line
managers’ and public employees’ increased HR responsibilities, discretion and job
control, possibility to recruit, evaluate, offer incentives, promote, suggest training needs
and communicate directly. In contrast, in a centralized model decision-making is guided
by central rules (Demmke & Moilanen, 2010). In a centralized system individual
organizations are directly controlled by central rules (by law) or by central powers of the
central coordinator.
Civil-service training is usually divided into pre-service and in-service training (Lavtar,
2008). Pre-service training is related to the education acquired before entering the civil
service. In-service training is received once in the service. The focus in this dissertation is
on in-service training. The management of in-service training is different in positionbased and career-based civil-service systems. A career-based civil-service system
assumes a highly regulated organization of training, as these systems are usually
characterized by a comprehensive and mandatory initial training (Dujić et al., 2006).
Therefore civil-service training is usually centralized in a career-based system. In a
position-based system, training is not a determinative element. The organization of
training is more decentralized, and in most cases, individual ministries and agencies carry
the main responsibility for training of their civil servants (Bossaert et al., 2001; Lucking,
2003). In terms of resources, decisions on resource allocation are also transferred to
lower levels. For a decentralized civil-service training system, this means that decisions
on training funding, needs, providers, and contents are made autonomously in each
public-sector organization.
The goals of training can be distinguished between three levels: the individual level,
the positional/organizational level and the level of the civil service as a whole. Training
on the individual level is one of the motivational factors of civil servants (Bossaert, 2008;
Vidal-Salazar et al., 2012). This is especially important in a decentralized position-based
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civil-service system, as it provides civil servants with opportunities to move to new
positions and develop their careers through developing their skills and competencies in
a context where the career path is not determined. Training enables civil servants to be
more mobile within the system. Good training and development opportunities may thus
increase the attractiveness of civil-service careers. As public-service commitment is
based on the specific job, pay and conditions (Horton & Hondeghem, 2006), appropriate
training opportunities may thus increase commitment to the service. Altogether, training
on the individual level is expected to bring about change on the organizational and also
on the civil-service-system levels.
On the positional/organizational level, the goals of training are related to the
implementation of organizational tasks and focus on developing skills and competencies
in order to fulfill the objectives of the organization. Training on the organizational level
is highly important in transition countries, as they are going through organizational
changes, e.g. the establishment of new management systems, structural changes or the
implementation of new laws (ReSPA, 2008; Chlivickas, 2010; Kroll & Moynihan, 2015). All
these changes require new skills and competencies in order to prepare and implement
them successfully. Job-specific training is also vital when governments face
environmental changes and challenges or different crisis (III).
On the system level, the role of training is to support the core functions of the civil
service. First, civil service can be seen as a personnel-management system. In this regard,
the main role of the civil service is to attract and retain a high-quality and highperforming workforce (Järvalt & Randma-Liiv, 2010). On this level training becomes
relevant to support the core functions of public administration, deliberate change and to
tackle crisis. Competent civil service is expected to develop solid policy-making capacity
in every policy field (Beblavý & Sičáková-Beblavá, 2015). Also, civil servants need training
in order to adapt to their roles and to comply with the requirements of the office
(Randma-Liiv & Connaughton, 2005). Furthermore, the membership of international
institutions requires professionalism in order to influence the decisions, as well as to
make the decision-making processes more transparent, trustworthy and knowledgebased. For example, for the newer members of the EU, an extensive EU-related
competencies training period falls before the country’s EU Council Presidency.
Presidency tasks demand extraordinary preparations and extra hiring both in bigger and
smaller member states (Kajnč & Svetličič, 2010).
Second, civil service describes the basis of accountability of civil servants and
contributes to the differentiation between political and administrative spheres by
drawing the line between public positions with different principles of access. Training is
a particularly valuable mechanism to raise civil servants’ awareness of their role and
responsibility in a democratic public administration and to contribute to the
development of civil service ethics (Chlivickas et al., 2002; Randma-Liiv & Connaughton,
2005; Bossaert, 2008; Trendafilova, 2008; Palidauskaite et al. 2010). It has been argued
that decentralized systems may entail the loss of a civil-service ethos (Demmke &
Moilanen, 2010), hence civil-service ethics training is very important in highly
decentralized systems.
Third, civil service can be seen as a system of symbols and values. Training is an
instrument for the development of shared values and knowledge in the civil service,
which form a basis for coherent policy-making and analysis (Bossaert, 2008). This is
especially important in decentralized civil-service systems. The development of a
common knowledge and value base throughout the civil service is likely to create a solid
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foundation for coordination and cooperation between different institutions and also to
ensure a similar developmental stage and management principles throughout the
executive (Peters, 1998). In that respect, training is an excellent instrument to foster
cooperation – for example, the joint training events of top civil servants bring different
actors and institutions together under the same formal and mental roof (II).
The importance of civil-service training and its functions on different levels are
summarized in Table 1. All of these goals of training on different levels are important
elements of civil-service training systems. As they are interdependent with each other,
one must consider all of them when analyzing a civil-service training system. The focus
of this dissertation is on the system level because this level creates important context for
the other levels. Also, training on the level of the civil-service system is the least
investigated in the context of decentralized civil-service systems. In the next chapter, the
Estonian civil-service training system is described.
Table 1: The role of civil-service training in a civil-service system
Personnel-management system
• high-quality and high-performing workforce
• core functions of public administration,
deliberate change, tackling crisis
Mechanism of accountability and control
Civil-service-system
• awareness of roles and responsibilities
level
• civil service ethics
System of symbols and values
• shared values and knowledge
• coordination and cooperation
Positional/
Job-specific training
organizational level
Motivation
Individual level
Career opportunities
Source: the author
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1.5 The Estonian civil-service training system
This chapter gives a general overview of the Estonian civil-service training system, which
is more specifically analyzed in the articles I, II, III, and IV. Estonia regained independence
from the Soviet Union in August 1991. Since then, the state has gone through major
economic and administrative reforms. The radical shift of political regime from
communism to democracy and from planned to market economy necessitated
administrative changes, both in terms of institutions and people (Randma-Liiv & Järvalt,
2011). Estonia inherited an institutionally fragmented administrative system with a high
number of relatively autonomous individual organizations (Sarapuu, 2011). The general
trend of reforms over the last two decades has been toward aggregating the
administrative system and establishing mechanisms for steering, control and
cooperation (OECD, 2011; II; IV). The executive power rests with the government. The
administrative system relies on ministerial responsibility for policy-making and
implementation. The eleven ministries are rather small, and the policies are mostly
administered by various agencies in their areas of governance. Individual organizations
have considerable leverage over the issues belonging to their area of responsibility,
including HRM.
The basis for a modern professional civil service was established with the 1995 Public
Service Act (PSA) in Estonia. It introduced an open, position-based civil-service system
that covered a restricted share of the public-sector workforce – the people working for
the ministries, government agencies, local government institutions and a few other state
institutions – that is, the people at the core of the public sector. In terms of training, the
PSA provided for a decentralized organization of training and an individual responsibility
for professionalism. An official was required to replenish his or her knowledge and skills
for the competent performance of functions. The immediate or higher supervisor
decided on the need for an official to participate in the training (I). In April 2013, the new
PSA was passed in the parliament Riigikogu, which restricted the 1995 institutionally
based definition of the civil service even more by differentiating officials who were
engaged in executing the public power and employees who did not have this function.
The latter ones work under the general labor law. In other respects, the reform further
endorsed the open and decentralized nature of the Estonian civil service and aimed to
abolish the perceived “disparities” that there were taken to be between the civil service
and private-sector employment (e.g. in redundancy benefits) (II; IV). Altogether, the civil
service employs about one fifth of the public-sector staff (in total 132,900 people in 2016)
(Rahandusministeerium, 2017).
In accordance with the decentralized arrangement, every public organization is
responsible for the recruitment, probationary periods, training, performance appraisal,
promotion, setting of pay levels and organization of the work of its officials. Ministries
and executive agencies are guided by the legal framework and centrally set advisory
guidelines. (Tõnnisson & Paabusk, 2005; I; II; III; IV) Minor exceptions concern the
category of top officials. The recruitment and development of around 100 top civil
servants is partly centralized to the Top Civil Service Excellence Centre in the Government
Office. The Centre is responsible for the recruitment, selection and development of top
executives (Järvalt & Veisson, 2005; Randma-Liiv et al., 2015; I; II; IV). Such a
decentralized system has increased the demand for better horizontal integration of
policy sectors and for a whole-of-government approach. (Randma-Liiv et al., 2015: I; IV)
There is no institution at the central-government level with single powers to develop the
government’s human-resource policy, as the coordination of the civil service is
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fragmented among several institutions. The Estonian system has been reluctant in
committing steering powers to some central units (Tõnnisson & Randma-Liiv, 2008).
There are a few government institutions which have specific coordinating
responsibilities:
• The Ministry of Finance is responsible for the general development of public
administration, the development of personnel and training policy, the
development of remuneration policy in the civil service, the planning and
implementation of civil-service training and development, the promotion of
quality development in the civil service, the development of the strategic
planning system for the central government, the reform of budgetary
procedures and financial management.
• The Government Office is responsible for the recruitment, selection, and
development of top civil-service executives.
• The Ministry of Justice is responsible for the general public-law development,
including civil-service legislation (I; II; III; IV).
Altogether, the Ministry of Finance has the central role in holding the civil-service
system together, steering its development and guaranteeing coherence. The Ministry is
expected to use the following instruments for central coordination: planning and
implementation of central training activities, cooperation with training managers in
public-sector organizations, gathering, analyzing and circulating relevant information,
and designing and steering common policies and principles (I; III; IV). The Ministry is
expected to play a strategic role in the system development and to provide advice and
guidance, disseminate information, foster change and initiate new leadership programs
(I). In 2013, the Ministry of Finance published the Green Paper on the Personnel Policy
of the State as an Employer that mapped the existing situation, problems and policy
options in personnel policy, including civil-service training. In 2014, the White Paper on
the Personnel Policy of the State as an Employer was published, which was the first
comprehensive HRM document, and, among other things, addressed civil-service
training. However, as of 2018, the principles of the White Paper have not been
systematically implemented.
Training activities in the Estonian civil service have been financed from different
resources: training budgets of individual organizations, the central training budget
administered by the Ministry of Finance and Government Office, and also foreign aid (III).
The civil-service training system has been influenced in many ways by the EU structural
funds, as the top civil-servant training program and the Ministry of Finance’s central
training program have relied heavily on these funds (II; III; IV).
Until 2015, the Centre for Public Service Training and Development operated within
the Estonian Academy of Security Sciences under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of
Interior. According to its statute, the Centre was supposed to function as a central
training institution for the civil service. However, in practice, the Centre operated like
any other company in the training market and did not fulfil the role of central training
institution, as is common in established civil-service systems. (I; III) The Centre was
abolished in 2015, the coordination of the continuing education was consolidated into
the Centre for Continuing Education in the Academy of Security Sciences, and the focus
was turned to internal security training.
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As is characteristic of a decentralized system, the ministries and agencies carry the
main responsibility for providing civil-service training (Tõnnisson & Paabusk, 2005; I; II;
III; IV). Through the years the training specific to an organization’s core function has been
among the top three training priorities in ministries and agencies. It has been followed
by language courses, law courses, training on communication psychology and other
training topics (III). The central training program has offered free training on the
following topics: orientation training, civil-service values and ethics, the Estonian
language, policy-making skills and human-resource-management skills (III; IV). As for the
top civil servants, development activities have cultivated both public-sector-specific
knowledge and skills related to administrative capacity, policy making, policy
implementation, coordination, and quality of public services, as well as more generic
management topics, such as innovation, leadership, strategic management, and client
orientation (II).
The role of the training market in the Estonian decentralized civil-service training
system is significant. Due to the fact that there is no central civil-service training
institution, individual organizations, the Ministry of Finance, and the Government Office
contract out training activities to the external providers (I; II; III; IV). These activities are
based on classroom-type off-the-job courses and in-house trainings provided by external
trainers. However, ministries and agencies are often compelled to send civil servants to
out-of-the-house open training courses instead of tailor-made solutions because of the
small size of the groups (III). Individual coaching and mentoring are exercised more
extensively among the group of top civil servants (II).
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1.6 The design of a decentralized civil-service training system
Based on the synthesis of knowledge from the existing literature and the in-depth
analysis of the functioning of the Estonian civil-service training system, critical elements
of a decentralized training arrangement can be outlined. Although civil-service training
in a decentralized system is administered in the nexus of several actors all contributing
to the performance and effect of the system, their configurations and interrelationships
have escaped detailed scientific attention thus far.
Most importantly, the decentralized nature of HRM determines the principal relations
within such a system, and the actual responsibility for civil-service training is delegated
to individual public-sector organizations (Bossaert et al., 2001; Lucking, 2003; I; III: IV).
HR units in ministries and agencies are engaged in implementing the civil-service training
strategy, and so they are connected with the central coordinator through the strategy.
HR units have both strategic and operational roles (OECD, 2008; Meyer-Sahling, 2009).
They are responsible for training-needs assessment, organizing, and evaluating the
efficiency and effectiveness of training activities.
Next, in most developed countries with a decentralized civil-service system, there is a
body responsible for central coordination. Its main role is the horizontal coordination of
HRM (Staroňová et al., 2013; I; II; III; IV). Usually this is a specific ministry or Prime
Minister’s office (OECD, 1996; Lucking, 2003). Often this responsibility is allocated to the
Ministries of Finance, of Interior, of Labor, or of Justice, but sometimes to specific
ministries dealing with public administration (e.g. Ministry of Public Administration)
(OECD, 2008; Meyer-Sahling, 2009). This institution is also responsible for the
development of the civil-service training policy (Trendafilova, 2008). Also the central
body coordinates the civil-service training system, and different coordination
instruments shape the relationships between the actors (I). A study among the European
Union member states has demonstrated that an important instrument often used by the
central body for coordination is the general civil-service training strategy, which is
designed and steered by the central coordinator (Bossaert et al., 2001). Such a strategy
foresees a coherent, long-term and systematic approach to training throughout the civil
service and is believed to be a precondition for improving the quality of public
administration (Chlivickas et al., 2002).
Besides training strategy as a central instrument, an increasing trend is to develop
specific development programs for top civil servants (Van Wart & Hondeghem, 2014a;
II). Centrally organized top civil servants’ training can compensate the weaknesses of a
decentralized system. As top civil servants form an important group in the civil service
that initiates changes and maintains democratic values, several national governments
have found that their development requires special attention. Centrally planned and
implemented training of top officials also serves as a coordination instrument bringing
about coherence and unity.
An important coordination instrument for the central coordinating body is the central
civil-service training institution. The central civil-service training institution is usually in
charge of training-needs assessment, responsible for developing, organizing and
delivering horizontal training activities throughout the civil service, and evaluating the
efficiency and effectiveness of training activities. The central training institution normally
gets input for its activities from the central coordinating body for developing, organizing
or delivering training (IV). It is not simply a training supplier ─ it usually creates and
develops a specific in-house competence in public administration ─ but it is also a
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competence and analysis center regarding general civil-service development (Lucking,
2003). The institutional structure of the central training institution may occur in different
formats – it may be part of the hierarchical structure of central government or belong to
the central coordinating unit’s governing area (OECD, 1997; Bossaert et al., 2001). In
some decentralized systems, the central training institution is missing altogether
(Sarapuu et al., 2011; I; III; IV).
The extent of (de)centralization of the civil-service training system becomes apparent
in the funding scheme. The funding of civil-service training is an important component of
a training system – it operationalizes roles and relationships of various actors (I; III). In a
decentralized civil-service training system the governmental funds for training are
allocated to individual ministries and agencies. But in general, even in decentralized
systems a certain amount of civil-service-specific training activities can be financed and
organized from central resources (III). Additional funding for training may be received
from external aid projects or EU funds (OECD, 1997; Van Wart & Hondeghem, 2014b; III;
IV).
Civil-service training in a decentralized system is provided by in-house or external
providers (Vyas & Zhu, 2017; III). Training programs are conducted in-house by
government agencies or ministries themselves, or are in-sourced from the external
providers. The decentralized funding scheme, lack of specific expertise and a demand for
a high training volume pressures agencies and ministries to outsource civil-service
training. Outsourcing training creates an open and diverse training market formed of
training providers. These training providers can include both public- and private-sector
training institutions which offer specific training activities for civil servants as a result of
a procurement process (Lucking, 2003). Outsourcing training affects both the quantity
and the quality of civil-service training. The buyer is sensitive to the quality and cost of
training and thus creates and affects a training market (IV). On the one hand, the
decentralized model requires well-articulated demand in order for market providers to
be interested in the development of specific civil-service training activities and the
presence of competition in a training market (Sarapuu et al., 2011). Creating demand
requires sophisticated HRM and development skills within each HR unit to assess training
needs (Lucking, 2003). On the other hand, organizations can just resort to the supply.
Thus, the quality of civil-service training depends to a large extent on the training market
and the providers.
With the responsibility for the civil-service training and funds allocated to perform this
task, the civil-service training content and methods can vary across individual
organizations (III). In general, civil-service training content demonstrates the areas in
which civil servants are expected to develop their skills and perform professionally. The
content of civil-service training is divided into two: general civil-service training and jobspecific training (Schiavo-Campo & Sundaram, 2001; Bossaert et al., 2001; Randma, 2002;
Pollitt & Op de Beeck, 2010; III). First, general civil-service training is provided in issues
that have a high priority for the public service as a whole and that require uniform
understanding, know-how and principles of action to be adopted and implemented in
different organizations across areas. For top civil servants, generic management and
leadership training is the most common (Van Wart & Hondeghem, 2014a; II). Second,
job-specific training is oriented around the needs and expectations of individual
organizations. It involves preparing public officials in the specific knowledge and skills
related to their posts (Bossaert et al., 2001). Job-specific training content involves the
development of knowledge and skills which are critical to the functioning of a specific
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organization (or even a specific job). Hence, job-specific training is prevailing in the
decentralized civil-service training system (III).
Training method is a set of systematic procedures, activities, or techniques that are
designed to impart knowledge, skills, or attitudes to the participants that have direct
utility in enhancing their job performance (Martin et al., 2014). Training is an expensive
investment. Hence, the choice of a training method is critical to optimize its effectiveness
and efficiency (ibid.). There are many methods of delivering training. A distinction
between methods is usually made by the training provider and the location of training
activities (Kitching & Blackburn, 2002; III). Methods of training are usually divided into
internal and external delivery training, depending on the training provider, and into onthe-job and off-the-job training, depending on the location (Schiavo-Campo & Sundaram,
2001; Torrington et al., 2002; Jacobs, 2010; III). Based on the international experience,
the source of trainers varies from professional trainers to consultants, universities, and
experts from the government itself (Van Wart & Hondeghem, 2014a). On-the-job training
(e.g. coaching, mentoring) is the process in which knowledge and skills are acquired at
the location of work; knowledge and skills are passed down by one person (e.g. a
supervisor) to another person (Jacobs, 2010). These methods are good for accomplishing
change in employees’ performance (ibid.), helping to fulfil the objectives of an
organization, pass on values and support individual development (Torrington et al.,
2002). Off-the-job training provides group-based learning opportunities on a variety of
topics at a site other than where the work is actually done (Jacobs, 2010). New
knowledge is best passed on in the format of classroom-type courses delivered by either
an external or an internal provider (Torrington et al., 2002). Classroom-type courses
embrace a big audience, which ensures that the target group gets the same information,
and this also supports a common understanding of the topic, which is important in civil
service, as it favors cooperation.
In the decentralized civil-service training system, the preference in training methods
is related to available resources (III). For example, previous studies (Felstead et al., 2012;
Vanhala, 1995; III) have demonstrated that organizations shift from external to in-house
and on-the-job training in time of retrenchment. Organizations have found that these
methods cost less and are good ways to use in-house knowledge. The recent economic
crisis also gave a boost, though not witnessed in the Estonian case, to online and elearning because it is perceived to be a cheap, standardized, cost-cutting and highly
flexible mode of training (Felstead et al., 2012).
The features of a decentralized civil-service training system are best highlighted
through a comparison with a centralized civil-service training arrangement. One can
summarize the key differences of centralized and decentralized civil-service training
systems as presented in Table 2, outlining the core characteristics of the training systems
in an ideal-typical way.
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Table 2: Centralized and decentralized civil-service training systems
Centralized civil-service trai- Decentralized civil-serning system
vice training system
Civil-service system

Career-based
system

Training funding model

Centralized funding model

Decentralized
model

Central coordinating body

Coordination and operation
of the system

Coordination of the system

Central
tution

insti-

Central training institution as
a training and competence
center

May or may not exist,
different status and
funding schemes

Training-needs analysis
and evaluation of training
effectiveness

Central training institution as
a civil-service competence
center analyzes training
needs of civil service and
evaluates training effectiveness by gathering input from
individual organizations

Each public-sector organization is responsible
for training-needs analysis and evaluation of
training effectiveness

Providers of training

Central training institution is
the main civil-service training
provider

Training market, including central training
institution (if it exists)

training

civil-service

Position-based
service system

civilfunding

Source: the author
Altogether, the key characteristics of the decentralized civil-service training systems can
be brought out based on the preceding analysis. These key characteristics are: the actors,
roles and relationships between those actors, the funding model of training, and the content
and methods of training. The decentralized civil-service training system is a setup of different
actors whose relations are determined by the position-based civil-service system and a
decentralized funding scheme. The role and instruments of individual ministries and agencies
in a system are clear-cut – the HR unit manages the organization’s training budget, decides
on the training content and methods, and buys training from the market. Hence, each publicsector organization is responsible for training-needs analysis and the evaluation of training
effectiveness. However, the setting around the central coordinating body varies somewhat.
A central training institution as a training and competence center may or may not exist,
different status and funding schemes are possible. Also, the central civil-service training
strategy as a basis for civil-service training may not exist, and the management of the top civilservice development may be centralized. These critical elements of the decentralized civilservice training system require special attention for understanding and studying civil-service
training. They are illustrated in Figure 1, which serves as a conceptual framework for
analyzing decentralized civil-service training systems.
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Figure 1: Decentralized civil-service training system

Source: original drawing by the author
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1.7 Contextual factors influencing civil-service training
The system-level approach is relevant for understanding and developing civil-service
training. However, analysis on this level is dependent on the surrounding environment,
as it affects the functioning of the system. In order to make recommendations or draw
lessons from particular countries, it is relevant to be aware of the contextual
peculiarities. In the following paragraphs, the possible impact of the context is outlined.
In the final chapters the challenges of a decentralized system, the lessons from the
Estonian case, and the avenues for further research are detailed.
First, the political-administrative system describes the way policies are formulated,
are put into practice, and are evaluated. The political regime and the institutional
structure of the state explain power structures, roles, and relationships of different
political and administrative institutions. Administrative structure determines the extent
of centralization in the civil-service system and hence is a crucial factor for understanding
the civil-service training arrangement. Also the Estonian case illustrates how the change
of a political regime is accompanied by a structural reorganization of the administrative
system (Sarapuu, 2013; IV), which, among other things, shapes the organization of civilservice training.
Second, the evolution of the civil-service training system is influenced by the
historical-cultural environment. The historical-cultural context involves the prevailing
values within the organization and its environment (Sarapuu, 2013). In CEE, it is
important to consider the context of post-communist transition and Europeanization
(Randma-Liiv et al., 2011). The aim of post-communist structural reorganization was to
overcome the legacy of the highly politicized and centralized Soviet system (Sarapuu,
2013). Accession to the EU was a key incentive for administrative reform. Although it has
been argued that the Europeanization of personnel policies was mostly about legislation
as the main reform instrument (Randma-Liiv & Järvalt, 2011), the Estonian case reveals
that it also affected the content of training and the civil-service training funding scheme
(IV). Furthermore, the civil-service systems of Eastern Europe countries, their work
values and motivation can be expected to be influenced by the NPM ideology prevailing
in the period of democratic institution-building (Randma-Liiv & Järvalt, 2011; Virtanen,
2016). At that time, civil-service training in Estonia was transformed into a market-based
system, and the previous centralized system was decentralized.
The third important factor to consider is the socio-economic environment of a
country. For example, the financial resources available for training are influenced by the
economic situation. Civil-service training should be financed on a permanent basis, yet
in economically poorer countries training can be insufficiently funded. Also, even in
wealthier countries the civil-service training budget is often among the first items to be
cut when fiscal stress hits (Cayer, 1986; Maor, 2000; Felstead et al., 2012; Lodge & Hood,
2012). International country profiles demonstrate that transition countries need external
help for training and are using international and foreign aid programs (OECD, 1997). The
Estonian case exemplifies the use of EU structural funds in civil-service training (III; IV).
On the one hand, external funds allow training activities to continue even during the
crisis. On the other hand, this type of funding scheme is not sustainable.
Fourth, according to the studies on small states, small countries feature specific traits
in their public administrations (see Sarapuu, 2010; Randma-Liiv, 2002). One of the most
recognized ones is a more important role for individuals, higher personalism and stronger
reliance on informal communication. For example, the coordination of the training
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system appears to rely on flexible and informal structures in Estonia, e.g. the role of the
network of training managers (I). Also, the small size of Estonia has an impact on the
functioning of the training market, and this, in turn, creates a specific context for the
civil-service training system. The market failures characteristic to small states also
challenge civil-service training systems. In many areas of civil service, the education
system of a small country may not offer specific education, which must be compensated
by in-service training. For example, Estonian universities do not train health policy,
education policy or environmental policy experts (to name just a few policy areas). There
can be a lack of training providers in specific public-administration subfields. This may
increase the cost of training with regard to the purchase of training from abroad. Also,
certain training providers may have a monopoly in offering some specific topics in many
areas where training for “advanced-level” may be lacking (Sarapuu et al., 2011).
And fifth, in order to analyze a civil-service training system, it is important to consider
the influence of the entire civil-service system and the recruitment procedures. In a
position-based system, access to the civil service is open to all candidates, and candidates
are selected for each position (Bossaert et al., 2001). This means that people working in
the civil service have very different educational and professional backgrounds. This, in
turn, creates input for training content. In Estonia, where the education system and the
training system for civil servants are separate, the central civil-service training program
provides induction training for new civil servants who do not have a degree in public
administration, law, or political science (Sarapuu et al., 2011). The purpose of the training
is to help civil servants to adapt more quickly to the new environment and, among other
things, to explain the specific role of civil servants.
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1.8 The challenges of a decentralized civil-service training system
Decentralized systems are argued to be flexible, decision-making is faster, procedures
are less complex, and it is possible to meet the specific needs of individual organizations
(Demmke & Moilanen, 2010). Indeed, organizations have greater freedom (compared to
centralized systems) in operational decisions on job-specific training, e.g. how to
evaluate training needs and the effectiveness of training, which training topics to
prioritize, what type of training methods and training providers to use. Due to the
autonomy over the training budget, organizations can more easily prioritize training
needs and design tailor-made training to use in-house expert knowledge in the training
process. However, the decentralized system also creates a number of challenges,
especially from the systemic perspective.
There are several lessons that can be learned from the Estonian case on the
functioning of a decentralized civil-service training system. The Estonian experience can
be useful for countries with a decentralized setup of central government and with an
open position-based civil-service system. As there is a tendency of governments to move
towards a greater decentralization of their public-sector HRM practices (Lægreid & Wise,
2015), the Estonian case study may shed light on both the strengths and weaknesses of
decentralized training systems.
Firstly, central coordination is vital for a decentralized training system. It is crucial
because the freedom in decision-making in a decentralized system could easily lead to a
situation where there are not one but many different approaches to civil-service training,
undermining the unity and coherence of the system. Also, central coordination is needed
because the liberty to prioritize training topics means that the government does not have
an overview of civil-service development in general. And yet, civil-service training should
also address macro-level needs. Coordination can be more efficient if it is located in one
(central) organization – otherwise a number of coordinators may face difficulties with
coordinating central roles between themselves instead of taking care of the entire
system (IV). If civil-service coordination is shared between different organizations, the
division of roles must be clear, and each actor must have enough resources to perform
their tasks. The Estonian case shows that the central coordinator needs to have a clear
mandate for steering, backed with necessary human and financial resources (I).
Secondly, a decentralized civil-service training system challenges the central
coordinator to use efficient instruments. The main goal is to find the optimal balance
between centralization and decentralization through increased coordination and
efficient instruments in order to guarantee a coherent approach to the development of
the civil service as a whole as well as meeting the demands of the changing environment
and ensuring strong and unified values, trust, and a common ethos of public service. The
Estonian system relies on the following instruments for central coordination:
development of top civil service, planning and implementation of central training
activities, cooperation among training managers in public-sector organizations,
gathering, analyzing and circulating relevant information, designing and steering
common policies and principles (I; IV). In the nexus of different actors, a long-term
systematic perspective for civil-service training is required. Without a common strategic
basis for civil-service development the country’s strategic and purposeful development
and ability to cope with different challenges is restricted (IV). Offering development
programs for top officials plays a substantial role in initiating and maintaining changes
and creating common values and culture (II). It helps to overcome the silo mentality
which often prevails in decentralized systems. The Estonian case reveals that the rise of
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network structures and network-based governance has influenced civil-service training
(I). Network-based coordination binds different actors together quite effectively. This
case demonstrates that in a decentralized civil-service system, where there are no
comprehensive centrally imposed obligatory measures for ensuring the coherence of
civil-service training, a common understanding of training and development policies and
practices can be expanded by intense collaboration through networks. The power
structure frames the roles in networks, and even if the central coordinator has no power
sources to impose obligatory measures, it has a vital role and opportunity for ensuring
the coherence of civil-service training through network-based instruments (I).
Thirdly, the analysis of the Estonian experience indicates the role for a functioning
central training institution in a decentralized system (IV). The Estonian civil-service
training system lacks an operating central civil-service training institution, which is an
important coordination instrument for a central coordinating body. A central training
institution should be “at arm’s length” from the central civil-service coordinator and offer
specific training activities (mostly those which are not available in the training market),
develop training materials, analyze civil-service training needs and effectiveness, as well
as building and offering specific competencies relevant for the civil service. Having
individual organizations tackle a common challenge autonomously could bring about
insufficient coherence and fragmentation of approaches. The Estonian case
demonstrates that in a situation where the central coordinator and the central training
institution have hardly any formal linkages, and there is no functioning central civilservice training strategy, the central training institution does not fulfil its purpose and
the decentralized nature of the system is even more emphasized.
Fourthly, the Estonian case reveals a number of disadvantages of a decentralized
funding system. First, training activities are planned for a relatively short period,
following the annual budgeting system. Therefore, the training activities are reactive
rather than proactive, and public-sector organizations and training providers tend to
focus on organization-specific training rather than on the civil-service macro-level needs.
Also, in a decentralized arrangement there is a risk that most of the attention is focused
on the personnel-management function rather than on accountability and values of civil
service. However, these macro-level functions are very important in a decentralized
system, especially within the recent reform trends. Strong and unified values, trust,
common ethos of public service, and accountability are central concerns of post-NPM
concepts such as “whole-of-government” and “joined-up-government” (Christensen &
Lægreid, 2007). Second, the Estonian case demonstrates that even a decentralized
training system needs sustainable and continuous central funding in some of its parts.
Across-the-board cuts and a decentralized training system will lead to major cuts in
training budgets (III). Continuous funding is especially important for specific training
needs, which are better addressed centrally to ensure a unified approach across the civil
service and provision in times of fiscal crisis. Thirdly, the Estonian case also demonstrates
that organizations shift from external to in-house and on-the-job training in time of
retrenchment. In-house courses have the advantage of internal expertise and are
relatively cheap. Also, when under pressure to prioritize training programs organizations
choose to maintain job-specific training (III).
Fifthly, with the NPM trend, the competences of public managers have been
questioned in a very profound way (Virtanen, 2000). The decentralized civil-service
training system puts a heavy burden on officials responsible for training in ministries and
agencies. The success of training units depends on the professional skills of managers
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and the knowledge base of HR professionals. In an open position-based system, the
competencies of HR staff may vary considerably. HR specialists’ capacities to responsibly
and effectively administer their tasks must be centrally addressed (I) as this would further
secure coherence of practices. The capacity of organizational-training specialists to
analyze training and development needs is also vital (III). In addition, individual training
specialists in organizations should be equipped with knowledge and skills on how to
handle global “megatrends” affecting their workforce. Besides pressing challenges of
public administrations, the private and public sectors are operating in changed workforce
conditions, which have important implications for training. A few common trends
include: dealing with an aging workforce; a new generation entering the workforce with
different motivations, expectations, and approaches to learning; access to rapidly
emerging technologies that can accelerate or distract from employee development; and
the need to develop an adaptive, flexible workforce that can adjust to changes, while
simultaneously ensuring that they have the specific skills they need to do the present
work (Salas et al., 2012).
Altogether, a decentralized civil-service system clearly has its challenges as well as
opportunities. In Table 3 they are summarized under the advantages and disadvantages
of a decentralized civil-service training system. The table draws also on Demmke and
Moilanen (2010), who have listed the advantages and disadvantages of decentralization
and centralization of HRM.
Table 3: Advantages and disadvantages of a decentralized civil-service training
system
Advantages
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Flexible to changes, less bureaucratic processes and faster decision-making
(e.g. easy access to top civil servants).
Responsive to urgent challenges, changing environment and labor mobility.
Enhanced motivation of public sector managers due to higher responsibility and autonomy.
Each organization can develop its system of analyzing training needs and
delivering training to civil servants. Chance to initiate innovative solutions in
the organization’s training system.
Each organization can prioritize its training needs (choose training content)
and allocate appropriate funds respectively. Opportunity to take into account
all genuine and individual training needs and the peculiarities of an
organization.
Each organization has the freedom to choose training providers and maintain
good partnerships in the training market.
Each organization can design tailor-made training programs to meet their
exact needs (involve civil servants themselves to the process and use inhouse expert knowledge).
Each organization can choose the appropriate training method for their
needs and financial capacity.
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•

Each organization can choose the appropriate method for the evaluation of
training effectiveness and use this information in the future.
Disadvantages

As each organization prioritizes training needs according to their needs, there
is a need for better coordination to address state-wide issues (e.g. wicked
issues, changes).
• Instability of funding for civil-service training as training budgets tend to be
cut in a period of economic decline.
• Differences in training policies and procedures can cause mobility obstacles,
unfairness across the civil service and difficulties for civil servants to pursue
their personal development plans.
• Negative impact on policy coherence with regard to important topics. A
coherent approach and understanding (e.g. of current governance
perspectives in the public sector) is necessary to ensure a positive
development.
• Negative effects (e.g. decision quality, inefficiency) if managers and HR
officials lack training-specific knowledge and skills (e.g. procurement process,
how to design a training program, adult learning principles, training-needs
analysis and evaluation of training effectiveness etc.).
• High transaction costs and administrative burden for each organization
(related to the selection of training provider and organizing training events,
e.g. booking rooms, informing the target group, registration etc.).
• Assumes the existence of a functioning training market (including the
existence of public-sector-specific know-how).
• The possibility that different training providers offer training on the same
subject in a very different way, thus challenging the coherence and values of
the civil service as a whole.
Source: the author, based on Demmke & Moilanen, 2010
•

In order to overcome the disadvantages of a decentralized civil-service training
system and to find an optimal balance between centralization and decentralization,
governments need to address challenges deriving from a decentralized civil-service
training system proactively. The lessons based on the in-depth analysis of the Estonian
civil-service training system (I; II; III; IV) can be summarized to form a number of
recommendations as appear below:
• Clearly define the responsibilities, roles, and cooperation mechanisms between
different actors with regard to the development and implementation of the
civil-service training policy.
• Avoid fragmentation of the central coordination function between different
institutions.
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•
•

•
•

•
•

Ensure the implementation of the civil-service training policy, its systemic
development and continuity.
Ensure sustainable and sufficient resources for civil-service training – this
includes both financial and human resources both on the central and
organizational levels.
Develop top officials as a separate group bringing the civil-service system
together and maintaining joint values.
Provide a civil-service training strategy for individual organizations addressing
the key issues for the development of the civil service as a whole and priority
areas for the training of civil servants.
Foster a common understanding on training and development by intense
collaboration through networks.
Develop managers’ and HR officials’ HR and civil-service-training-related
competences.
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1.9 Avenues for further research
The findings of the thesis indicate several avenues for future research. First, there is still
little research on the contextual factors shaping the civil-service training systems that
could explain the peculiarities of the systems. The dissertation at hand highlighted the
potential impact of the political-administrative system, historical-cultural context, socioeconomic environment, small states’ specifics, civil-service systems and recruitment
procedures on civil-service training. Further analysis in a similar direction could bring a
better understanding of civil-service training arrangements, their evolution and
functioning. Especially, international comparative analysis of civil-service training
systems would allow advancing the knowledge.
Second, joining the EU has been brought out as one of the developmental milestones
of CEE countries (Staroňová, 2013). However, civil-service training in the context of EU
membership requires more analysis. Joining the EU, participation in EU decision-making,
undertaking the EU Presidency as well as the EU structural funds have had an impact on
the content of civil-service training (OECD, 1997; Kajnč & Svetličič, 2010), but also a more
structural influence can be expected. The specific impact of the EU and Europeanization
on the civil-service training systems still demands detailed analysis.
Third, on the system level there are possibilities for going more in-depth with regard
to the analysis of central training institutions. The central civil-service training institution
can have different roles and many institutional forms. It has been demonstrated that a
decentralized civil-service training system may exist even without the presence of a
central civil-service training institution. In-depth analysis of the central training
institution’s legal status, funding, competences, tasks etc. could considerably enhance
the understanding of civil-service training systems.
Fourth, the study reveals that the funding scheme of civil-service training is a defining
element in the system. At times the funding system even determines whether the
training is provided or not and sometimes also dictates the training content and
methods. In sum, a lot of the choices made in civil-service training are dependent on the
finances. Since the topic has not been closely studied, it should be done more thoroughly.
Analyzing how the decisions on the allocation of training funds are born in decentralized
civil-service systems can contribute to a better understanding of the functioning and
challenges of civil-service training systems. Also, for transition countries external donors
have been of great importance (OECD, 1997). The thesis reveals that it is not sustainable
to rely heavily on external financial support (e.g. EU structural funds), hence it would be
worth examining the impact of external funding on civil-service training systems.
Fifth, a distinction has been made between general civil-service training and jobspecific training. The thesis argues that in order to compensate the weaknesses of a
decentralized civil-service training system, it is preferable that general civil-service
training is organized centrally. The process and principles of providing general civilservice training did not receive in-depth attention in the thesis, yet the importance of it
is well demonstrated in the study. More in-depth knowledge is needed on how the
general civil-service training should be provided so that it would meet the demands of a
changing environment. Further studies along this line could consider the importance of
a general civil-service training strategy, the distribution of tasks between central actors
and individual organizations, and analyze the entire training cycle on the civil-servicesystem level.
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And finally, in order to really zoom in and grasp the core of civil-service training, a
training cycle should be analyzed on the level of individual public agencies. In a
decentralized system, ministries and agencies are responsible for providing training
specific to an organization’s core functions. However, the effective provision of jobspecific training is equally important, also for the functioning of the public administration
as a whole. The thesis highlighted the need to focus on HR units’ competencies, yet it
would be useful to take a step forward and analyze how these competencies are put into
practice by focusing on training activities in ministries and agencies. It would be
beneficial to consider ministry-agency relations in this regard, as well, as their
cooperation is important for the functioning of the whole decentralized civil-service
training system.
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Lühikokkuvõte
Koolituse roll, disain ja väljakutsed detsentraliseeritud
avaliku teenistuse süsteemis: Eesti juhtumi analüüs
Väitekiri analüüsib koolituse rolli, disaini ja väljakutseid detsentraliseeritud avaliku
teenistuse süsteemis. Koolitus on personalijuhtimise keskne valdkond, mis toetab
organisatsiooni eesmärkide täitmist. Uuringud näitavad, et investeering koolitusse
parandab organisatsiooni tulemusi (Aragon ja Valle 2013; Choi ja Yoon 2015). Koolitusel
on soovitud mõju, kui lisaks investeeringule pööratakse teadlikku tähelepanu ka
koolitussüsteemi institutsionaalsetele teguritele. Niisamuti vajab koolitus strateegilist
lähenemist (Armstrong ja Taylor 2014; Choi ja Yoon 2015).
Avaliku sektori kontekstis ei ole koolitust seni põhjalikult analüüsitud. Teaduslike
analüüside puudus on silmatorkavaim süsteemitasandi uuringute hulgas. Samas on just
süsteemitasand avaliku sektori uuringute puhul oluline tasand, sest avaliku sektori
organisatsioonid on suurema institutsionaalse süsteemi osa. Olemasolev
teaduskirjandus käsitleb koolitust põgusalt avaliku sektori reformimise raames (McCourt
ja Sola 1999; Lucking 2003; Witesman ja Wise 2012; Kroll ja Moynihan 2015). Avaliku
sektori reform ja järkjärgulised muutused avalikus halduses, nagu üleminek
kommunismilt demokraatiale või liitumine Euroopa Liiduga, toovad koolituse vajalikkuse
kõige teravamalt esile. Süsteemsed muutused tekitavad vajaduse koolitada neid, kes on
reformide elluviijad, selleks et nad suudaksid muudatusi paremini saavutada. Koolituse
teemal peatutakse põgusalt ka majanduskriisi käsitlevates analüüsides. Mitmed uuringud
toovad välja, et koolituseelarve on sageli üks esimesi kulukohti, mida sel ajal
vähendatakse (Cayer 1986; Paddock 1997; Carrel 2000; Maor 2000; Felstead jt. 2012;
Lodge ja Hood, 2012).
Avaliku teenistuse koolitussüsteem väärib analüütilist tähelepanu kahel olulisel
põhjusel. Esiteks tegutseb avalik sektor muutuvas keskkonnas, mis toob pidevalt kaasa
uusi väljakutseid. Sellised väljakutsed on näiteks erinevad globaalsed megatrendid ning
n-ö nurjatud probleemid (wicked problems) (KPMG 2014; Lægreid ja Rykkja 2015). Nende
väljakutsetega tegelemiseks on suurenenud vajadus koordineerimise ja koostöö järele
ning kasutusele on tulnud kontseptsioonid, nagu „terviklik valitsemine“ ja „ühtne
valitsemine“ (Christensen ja Lægreid 2007). Avalik sektor peab sellistele väljakutsetele
reageerima nii reaktiivselt kui ka proaktiivselt, mis omakorda seab ootused avaliku
teenistuse koolitusele, sest ametnikkond peab omandama oskused ja võime reageerida
ühiskonna suurenenud väljakutsetele. Lisaks mõjutavad avaliku teenistuse süsteemid ise
koolitussüsteemide toimimist. Personalijuhtimise otsuste detsentraliseerimine üksikute
asutuste tasandile on kasvav trend (Meyer ja Hammerschmid 2010; Staroňová ja Staňová
2013; Lægreid ja Wise 2015). Ehkki detsentraliseerimine annab juhtidele
otsustusvabaduse, kaalutlusõiguse ja vastutuse, ohustab see ühiseid väärtusi ning
soodustab paralleelsete personalijuhtimise süsteemide tekkimist. Sellest tulenevalt on
avaliku teenistuse väljakutseks tasakaalu leidmine tsentraliseerimise ja
detsentraliseerimise vahel, killustatuse vähendamine ja kooskõlastatult tegutsemise
suutlikkuse suurendamine (Christensen ja Lægreid 2007; Lægreid ja Wise 2015). Need
väljakutsed seavad kõrgendatud ootused ka avaliku teenistuse koolitussüsteemidele.
Detsentraliseeritud süsteemi puuduste kompenseerimiseks on vaja, et koolitussüsteemis
osalejate rollid, kohustused ja vahendid oleksid selgelt jaotatud, et vältida kattuvaid
funktsioone, ülesannete dubleerimist ja vastata väljakutsetele.
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Süsteemitasandil avaliku teenistuse koolituse analüüsimiseks on valitud Eesti
koolitussüsteem ja selle toimimine. Detsentraliseeritud süsteemi uurimiseks sobib Eesti
juhtum mitmel põhjusel. Esiteks on alates taasiseseisvumisest Eesti riigi kui tööandja
personalipoliitikat iseloomustanud detsentraliseeritud lähenemine (Sarapuu 2013). Iga
avaliku teenistuse asutus vastutab värbamise, katseaja korralduse, koolituse,
hindamise, edutamise ja palgapoliitika eest (IV). Teiseks väärib Eesti juhtum
analüüsimist, sest Eesti on pidanud pärast kommunistlikust režiimist väljumist
koolitussüsteemi üles ehitama ning on seetõttu adresseerinud just süsteemitasandit.
Kuna Eesti on väikeriik, siis on analüüsiga võimalik hõlmata kogu avaliku teenistuse
koolitussüsteemi, selle osalisi ja nendevahelisi suhteid.
Väitekiri pakub kontseptuaalse raamistiku, mis demonstreerib detsentraliseeritud
koolitussüsteemi võtmeelemente: osalisi, nende rolle ja omavahelisi seoseid,
rahastamismudelit, koolituse teemasid ja meetodeid. Väitekiri toob välja mitu
õppetundi, millega detsentraliseeritud süsteemides peaks arvestama, ning panustab
seega akadeemilisse arutellu ja avaliku teenistuse koolituse alastesse teadmistesse
laiemalt.
Väitekirjas on püstitatud järgmised uurimisküsimused:
- Millist rolli täidab avaliku teenistuse koolitus detsentraliseeritud avaliku
teenistuse süsteemis?
- Kes on avaliku teenistuse koolitussüsteemis peamised osalised?
- Millised seosed on osaliste vahel detsentraliseeritud süsteemis?
- Mida saab Eesti juhtumist õppida detsentraliseeritud koolitussüsteemi rolli,
disaini ja väljakutsete kohta?
Väitekirja teoreetiline raamistik tugineb personalijuhtimise, koolituse ja arendamise
teemalistele uurimustele ning kombineerib neid kolmest avaliku halduse valdkonnast
tuleva erialase teadmisega. Esiteks tugineb väitekiri avaliku teenistuse süsteeme
kirjeldavatele allikatele, teiseks avaliku sektori organisatsioonide koordineerimist ja
võrgustik-struktuure käsitlevale kirjandusele ning kolmandaks on kasutatud avaliku
halduse reformide ja majanduskärbete alast kirjandust. Selline kombinatsioon on uudne
ning pakub võimaluse avaliku teenistuse koolitusfunktsiooni põhjalikult analüüsida.
Väitekiri koosneb sissejuhatusest ja neljast teaduspublikatsioonist (I; II; III; IV).
Esimene artikkel (I) keskendub koolituse koordineerimisele detsentraliseeritud avaliku
teenistuse süsteemis. Artikkel uurib võrgustikupõhist koordineerimist, analüüsib keskse
koordinaatori võimuallikaid ja arutleb sidususe loomise võimaluste ja piirangute üle
võrgustikupõhises koostöös. Teine artikkel (II) analüüsib Eesti avaliku teenistuse
tippjuhtide koolitussüsteemi ja selle väljakutseid. Artikkel analüüsib kultuurilisi, poliitilisi
ja administratiivseid tegureid, et mõista Eesti avaliku teenistuse tippjuhtide grupi
arendamise olemust ja toimimist. Kolmas artikkel (III) keskendub avaliku teenistuse
koolitusele majandussurutise ajal. Artiklis antakse ülevaade sellest, kuidas mõjutas
majandussurutis Eestis aastatel 2006–2011 avaliku teenistuse koolituse eelarvet, sisu ja
meetodeid. Raamatu peatükk (IV) keskendub Eesti avaliku teenistuse koolitussüsteemi
arengule, kujunemisele ja toimimisele. Peatükk toob esile koolituse rolli avaliku
teenistuse süsteemis ja esitab põhjaliku juhtumianalüüsi Eesti avaliku teenistuse
koolitussüsteemi arengust üleminekul kommunismilt demokraatiale.
Uurimisstrateegiaks on valitud juhtumiuuring. Juhtumiuuring on kõige sobivam
meetod nähtuse ja selle keskkonna põhjalikuks analüüsimiseks (Yin 2009). Tegemist on
kvalitatiivanalüüsiga, kus kvaliteetse tulemuse saamiseks on kombineeritud üksteist
täiendavaid ja valideerivaid andmeallikaid. Andmete kogumiseks kasutati
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dokumendianalüüsi ja viidi läbi intervjuud. Akadeemilist kirjandust kasutati avaliku
teenistuse koolituse olulisuse, rolli ning meetodite selgitamiseks, avaliku teenistuse
süsteemide ja koordineerimismehhanismide kirjeldamiseks ning analüüsimaks
majandussurutise mõju avaliku teenistuse koolitusele. Lisaks kasutati kõikides
teaduspublikatsioonides informatsiooni allikatena Eesti seadusandlust ja teisi valitsuse
dokumente, varasemaid uuringuid, statistikat ning teisi koolituse rahastamist
kirjeldavaid andmeid. Väitekirjas toetutakse ka rahvusvahelistele empiirilistele
analüüsidele. Poolstruktureeritud süvaintervjuusid kasutati Eesti avaliku teenistuse
koolitussüsteemi kirjeldamiseks, selle ees seisvate väljakutsete avamiseks,
võrgustikupõhise koordineerimise analüüsimiseks ja avaliku teenistuse koolituseelarve
kärbete tagamaade avamiseks. Kuna analüüsi keskmes olid avaliku teenistuse koolituse
süsteemsed tunnused, oli intervjuude põhieesmärk mõista peamiste süsteemis osalejate
rolli ja suhteid. Väitekiri toetub ka Rahandusministeeriumi tellitud uuringule „Eesti
avaliku teenistuse koolitussüsteemi ja arenguvajaduste analüüs“ (Sarapuu jt. 2011), mille
koostamises osales käesoleva väitekirja autor analüütikuna. Uuringu käigus lahati
täienduskoolituse olulisust ja rolli tänapäeva avalikus teenistuses, rahvusvahelist
praktikat koolitussüsteemide korraldamisel (viie Euroopa riigi näitel),
Eesti avaliku teenistuse täienduskoolitussüsteemi toimivust avaliku halduse ees seisvate
väljakutsete kontekstis ning riigi arengu seisukohalt peamisi avaliku teenistuse
koolitamise ja arendamise vajadusi.
Lisaks kõigile eelnimetatud andmeallikatele on väitekiri ainest saanud ka
osalusvaatlusest. Väitekirja autor on töötanud Rahandusministeeriumis avaliku
teenistuse keskse koolituse programmi spetsialistina ning Majandus- ja
Kommunikatsiooniministeeriumis koolituse peaspetsialistina. Lisaks kuulub autor avaliku
sektori koolitusjuhte ühendavasse võrgustikku. Töökogemus, tööga seotud vestlused ja
muu läbikäimine erinevate osapooltega aitasid mõista, kuidas koolitus on Eesti avalikus
teenistuses korraldatud ning kuidas on süsteemi osapooled omavahel seotud.
Avaliku teenistuse koolitussüsteemi ülesehitus (detsentraliseeritud või
tsentraliseeritud) ja selle toimimise põhimõtted on otseselt seotud avaliku teenistuse kui
terviku
ülesehitusega.
Traditsiooniliselt
eristatakse
karjäärisüsteeme
ja
positsioonisüsteeme. Neis süsteemides on koolituse roll ja korraldus erinevad. Reeglina
on koolitus karjäärisüsteemis tsentraliseeritud, kuna koolitus peab looma eeldused
erinevates ametiasutustes töötamiseks.
Positsioonisüsteemis
on
koolituskorraldus
detsentraliseeritud, kuid reeglina näeb ka positsioonisüsteemiga riikide
koolitussüsteem ette keskseid elemente, mis lähtuvad avaliku teenistuse kui terviku
vajaduste täitmisest, nt on olemas keskne koolitusinstitutsioon, keskne koolitusstrateegia,
ühised
koolitustegevused, keskne koolituse rahastamine jms.
(Sarapuu jt. 2011) Koolitus täidab avalikus teenistuses mitmeid eesmärke. Koolitus
toimib motivatsioonimehhanismina, sest see aitab kaasa tööga rahulolu saavutamisele.
Ühtlasi loob koolitus võimalusi uutele ametipositsioonidele liikumiseks ja toetab
organisatsiooni kui terviku eesmärkide saavutamist. Koolitussüsteemi toimimisel
ja selle elementidel on oluline roll ka organisatsiooniliste muutuste läbiviimise
toetamisel ja avaliku teenistuse funktsioonide täitmisel.
Eesti juhtumi analüüs näitab, et avaliku teenistuse koolitussüsteem on
detsentraliseeritud – põhiline vastutus ametnike teadmiste ja oskuste nõuetele
vastavuse ja arendamise eest lasub asutustel. Koordineerivaid rolle täidavad süsteemis
Rahandusministeerium, Justiitsministeerium ja Riigikantselei. Vastutus koolitussüsteemi
keskse koordineerimise eest kuulub Rahandusministeeriumile. Rahandusministeeriumil
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on oma rolli täitmiseks kasutada järgmised koordineerimismehhanismid: programm
„Keskne koolitus“; koostöö koolitus- ja personalijuhtidega; koolitusvaldkonna info
kogumine, analüüs ja levitamine; ühtse poliitika ja põhimõtete kujundamine
juhendmaterjalide ning personalijuhtimise infokirjade kaudu (I; III; IV). Koolitustegevuse
rahastamiseks kasutatakse erinevaid allikaid: ministeeriumide ja ametiasutuste
koolituseelarved, Rahandusministeeriumi ja Riigikantselei administreeritud tsentraalsed
riigieelarvelised koolitusvahendid ja väiksemas mahus ka välisabi projektidest saadud
finantseeringud. Euroopa Liidu struktuurifondide toetus on mitmel moel
koolitussüsteemi mõjutanud, sest Rahandusministeeriumi keskse koolituse programmi
tehtud kulud ning Riigikantselei tippjuhtide arendamise programmi eelarve tuginevad
Euroopa Sotsiaalfondile.
Eesti avaliku teenistuse koolitussüsteemis puudub keskne koolitusinstitutsioon.
Detsentraliseeritud süsteemile sarnaselt on peamine vastutus koolitus- ja
arendustegevuste eest delegeeritud asutuse tasandile (I; II; III; IV). See omakorda on
mõjutanud koolitusteemasid – asutustes on prioriteetseim ja mahukaim vastava
valdkonna erialane koolitus. Sellele järgneb keeleõpe, õigusalased koolitused,
suhtlemispsühholoogia ja teised teemad (III). Keskselt on korraldatud koolitusi järgmistel
teemadel: sisseelamiskoolitused, eetika, eesti keele õpe, personalitöö koolitused ja
poliitikakujundamine (III; IV). Tippjuhtidele on pakutud koolitusi järgmistel teemadel:
poliitikakujundamine, poliitikate elluviimine, koordineerimine, avalike teenuste
kvaliteet, innovatsioon, eestvedamine, strateegiline juhtimine ning kliendikesksus (II).
Koolitusturu roll Eesti detsentraliseeritud avaliku teenistuse koolitussüsteemis on
märkimisväärne. Kuna süsteemis puudub toimiv keskne koolitusinstitutsioon, siis nii
üksikud asutused kui ka Rahandusministeerium ja Riigikantselei ostavad koolitusteenust
turult (I; II; III; IV). Sisseostetud koolitused on üldjuhul klassiruumi-tüüpi töökohavälised
koolitused, mida viib läbi väliskoolitaja. Samal ajal on asutused sageli sunnitud saatma
teenistujaid avatud koolitustele, sest konkreetne koolitusvajadus on ühel-kahel inimesel
ning spetsiaalselt neile kujundatud tellimine ei ole rahaliselt mõttekas (III). Individuaalset
juhtimistreeningut ja mentorlust kasutatakse rohkem tippjuhtide grupis (II).
Eesti süsteemi põhjaliku analüüsi ja olemasoleva rahvusvahelise teadmise süntees
võimaldab välja tuua detsentraliseeritud koolituskorralduse olulisemad süsteemitasandi
elemendid. Koolitussüsteem moodustub avaliku teenistuse koolituskorralduse osalistest,
nende omavahelistest suhetest ja rollidest. Samuti on koolituse rahastamismudel oluline
element, sest see mõjutab koolitusmeetodeid, sisu ja koolituskorraldust laiemalt.
Detsentraliseeritud avaliku teenistuse koolitussüsteemis on nende erinevate osapoolte
suhted ja rollid määratletud positsioonisüsteemi ja detsentraliseeritud rahastamismudeli
kaudu. Olulisemad osalised on ministeeriumid ja ametid ning koolitustegevuste
koordineerijatena personaliüksused, mis viivad läbi koolitusvajaduse analüüsi,
korraldavad koolitusi ja hindavad koolitustegevuste tõhusust ja mõjusust. Väitekiri
näitab, et keskse üksuse institutsionaalne korraldus võib olla väga varieeruv – keskne
koolitusinstitutsioon kui koolitus- ja kompetentsikeskus võib koolitussüsteemis
eksisteerida, aga võib ka mitte. Selle staatus, roll ja rahastamismudelid varieeruvad.
Samuti võib koolitussüsteem toimida ilma keskse avaliku teenistuse koolitusstrateegiata
ning tippjuhtide arendamine võib olla tsentraliseeritud. Nende osaliste kõrval on
detsentraliseeritud süsteemis oluline roll koolitusturul, mis pakub koolitusi nii
ministeeriumitele, ametitele kui ka on partneriks kesksetele institutsioonidele.
Koolitussüsteemi kujunemist ja toimimist mõjutab laiem kontekst. Eesti juhtum
näitab, kuidas poliitilis-administratiivse süsteemi muutus toob kaasa struktuursed
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muutused ka avaliku teenistuse koolitussüsteemis (IV). Ühtlasi kujundab ajalooliskultuuriline kontekst väärtuste süsteemi. Eesti avaliku teenistuse koolitussüsteem on
olnud mõjutatud muutuvatest väärtustest seoses üleminekuga kommunismilt
demokraatiale, plaanimajanduselt turumajandusele ning seoses avaliku teenistuse
euroopastumisega (Randma-Liiv ja Järvalt 2011). Lisaks on Kesk- ja Ida-Euroopa riigid
olnud mõjutatud uue haldusjuhtimise reformiideest, sest riigistruktuure ehitati ajal, mil
see oli valitsevaks avaliku halduse lähenemiseks eelkõige Anglo-Ameerikas, aga ka teistes
riikides (IV). Koolitussüsteemi toimimist mõjutab ka riigi sotsiaalmajanduslik kontekst.
Majanduslikult kehvemal järjel riigid ei saa koolitusse piisavalt panustada ning kasutavad
avaliku teenistuse koolituse pakkumiseks välisabi (III; IV). Samal ajal kärbivad ka
jõukamad riigid majandussurutise ajal koolituseelarveid (III). Väikeriigi teooria viitab
mitmele tunnusele, mis Eesti juhtumi näitel mõjutavad koolitussüsteemi toimimist.
Näiteks tugineb Eesti avaliku teenistuse koolitussüsteem paljuski mitteformaalsetele
struktuuridele (I) ja esinevad olulised väikeriikidele omased turutõrked (Sarapuu jt.
2011). Lisaks eelnimetatutele mõjutavad koolituse korraldust avaliku teenistuse süsteem
ja värbamissüsteem.
Eesti juhtumi analüüs viitab mitmele detsentraliseeritud avaliku teenistuse
koolitussüsteemi tugevusele ja nõrkusele ning pakub neist lähtuvalt ka mitu soovitust.
• Ilmneb, et detsentraliseeritud süsteemis on keskne koordineerimine
hädavajalik. Vastutus, rollid ja koostöömehhanismid peavad olema erinevate
osaliste vahel selgelt defineeritud.
• Keskne koordineerija peab olema varustatud piisavate inim- ja
finantsressursside ja instrumentidega.
• Üks koordineerimisinstrument on keskne koolitusinstitutsioon, mis peaks olema
kesksele üksusele oluline käepikendus avaliku teenistuse koolituspoliitika
elluviimisel ning muuhulgas kesksete koolituste pakkumisel.
• Keskne koolitusstrateegia peab adresseerima avaliku teenistuse arendamise
peamisi suundi ja prioriteetseid koolitsteemasid.
• Tihe koostöö võrgustiku-tüüpi vormides kinnistab ühiseid arusaamu ja
kokkuleppeid.
• Tippjuhte peab arendama ühtse grupina, et juurutada ühiseid väärtusi.
• Avaliku teenistuse koolitus vajab jätkusuutlikku rahastamismudelit, muuhulgas
selleks, et adresseerida avaliku teenistuse üleseid koolitusvajadusi (väärtused,
eetika, vastutus jms).
• Arvestades, et detsentraliseeritud süsteemis lasub vastutus koolituse
korralduse eest asutuste personaliüksustel, on vajalik, et personali- ja
koolitusspetsialistide kompetentsidega tegeldaks ka süsteemi tasandil.
Väitekirjast ilmnevad ka mitmed võimalused edasiseks uurimistööks. Esiteks on jätkuv
vajadus uurida konteksti mõju avaliku teenistuse koolituse korraldusele,
koolitussüsteemi kujunemisele ja toimimisele. Sellist teadmist pakuks rahvusvaheline
koolitussüsteeme võrdlev analüüs. Teiseks viitab väitekiri, et põhjalikumalt on vaja
uurida Euroopa Liidu potentsiaalset mõju koolitussüsteemile. Süsteemitasandil väärib
uurimist keskse koolitusinstitutsiooni õiguslik vorm, rahastamissüsteem, ülesanded,
kompetentsid jm. Avaliku teenistuse koolituse rahastamisallikad ja rahastamissüsteemid
võiks olla neljandaks uurimissuunaks, sest väitekiri on näidanud, et rahastus on
koolitussüsteemis määrava tähtsusega element, kuid seda ei ole põhjalikult uuritud.
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Viimaseks, kuna avaliku teenistuse koolitus on jagatud üldiseks avaliku teenistuse
koolituseks ja asutuse põhitegevusega seotud koolituseks, võiks need samuti pakkuda
teemasid edasiseks uurimistööks. Koolitustsüklipõhine analüüs nende koolituste kohta
võimaldaks avaliku teenistuse koolituse alast teadmist edasi arendada.
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Abstract
The Role, Design and Challenges of Training in a
Decentralized Civil-Service System: The Case of Estonia
The focus of the thesis is on the analysis of civil-service training by exploring the case of
Estonia. The thesis addresses the role of training, the design and challenges of training in
decentralized civil-service systems. The dissertation analyzes training from a system-level
perspective and develops a conceptual framework outlining the key characteristics of
decentralized civil-service training arrangements.
Training has been perceived as one of the most important human resource
management function. Training aims to ensure that people in the organization acquire
and develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes they need to carry out their work
effectively (Salas et al., 2012; Armstrong & Taylor, 2014). However, in the public-sector
context, training has been rarely studied in a thorough way. The shortage of civil-service
training research is most evident in relation to the systemic perspective on training.
The aim of the thesis is to analyze civil-service training in a systemic perspective. In
order to do so, the Estonian civil-service training system and its functioning are analyzed
in detail. The analysis of the Estonian case makes it possible to filter out the key
characteristics of a decentralized civil-service training system and to develop a
conceptual framework for studying civil-service training. The focus is on systemic
elements: actors, the roles and relationships between actors, funding as well as civilservice training content and methods. The dissertation contributes to academic
discussion on decentralized civil-service training systems and fosters a further
understanding of civil-service training. The dissertation helps to fill in a gap in publicmanagement literature. It provides a coherent view of an entire civil-service training
system and demonstrates the importance of context to the institutional design of the
training system. The Estonian experience can be useful for countries with a decentralized
setup of central government and with an open position-based civil-service system.
In order to develop in-depth knowledge on the issue, a single-case study approach has
been chosen. The qualitative analysis undertaken combined different data sources and
analytical methods to produce a high-quality result. The methods of information
gathering involved desk research and interviews. The thesis also relied on the findings of
an applied project report commissioned by the Estonian Ministry of Finance, The Analysis
of Civil Service Training System and Development Needs of Estonia (Sarapuu et al., 2011).
The author of this dissertation has also benefitted from her previous work experiences
at the Estonian Ministry of Finance as the specialist of the central training program and
as a human-resource consultant, and at the Estonian Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Communications as the head specialist of training. Also, the author is a member of the
network of Estonian training managers.
The key characteristics of the decentralized civil-service training systems are brought
out based on the analysis. These key characteristics are: the actors, roles and
relationships between those actors, the funding model of training, and the content and
methods of training. The decentralized civil-service training system is a setup of different
actors whose relations are determined by the position-based civil-service system and a
decentralized funding scheme. The role and instruments of individual ministries and
agencies in a system are clear-cut – the HR unit manages the organization’s training
budget, decides on the training content and methods, and buys training from the market.
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Hence, each public-sector organization is responsible for training-needs analysis and the
evaluation of training effectiveness. However, the setting around the central
coordinating body varies somewhat. A central training institution as a training and
competence center may or may not exist, different status and funding schemes are
possible. Also, the central civil-service training strategy as a basis for civil-service training
may not exist, and the management of the top civil-service development may be
centralized. These critical elements of the decentralized civil-service training systems
require special attention for understanding and studying civil-service training.
The dissertation demonstrates how the surrounding environment affects the
functioning of the system. In order to analyze a civil-service training system, it is
important to consider these contextual peculiarities: the political-administrative system,
the historical-cultural environment, the socio-economic environment, specific features
of small size countries, the influence of the entire civil-service system and the
recruitment procedures.
Despite some contextual peculiarities, there are several lessons that can be learned
from the Estonian case on the functioning of a decentralized civil-service training system.
Firstly, central coordination is vital for a decentralized training system. Secondly, the
main goal is to find the optimal balance between centralization and decentralization
through increased coordination and efficient instruments. Thirdly, operating central civilservice training institution is an important coordination instrument for a central
coordinating body. Fourthly, even a decentralized training system needs sustainable and
continuous central funding. Fifthly, the success of training units depends on the
professional skills of managers and the knowledge base of HR professionals. The thesis
proposes also several avenues for further research.
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